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Abstract—Attempts by insiders to exfiltrate data have become
a severe threat to the enterprise. Conventional data security tech-
niques, such as access control and encryption, must be augmented
with techniques to detect anomalies in data access that may indi-
cate exfiltration attempts. In this paper, we present the design and
evaluation of DBSAFE, a system to detect, alert on, and respond
to anomalies in database access designed specifically for relational
database management systems (DBMS). The system automatically
builds and maintains profiles of normal user and application
behavior, based on their interaction with the monitored database
during a training phase. The system then uses these profiles to
detect anomalous behavior that deviates from normality. Once
an anomaly is detected, the system uses predetermined policies
guiding automated and/or human response to the anomaly. The
DBSAFE architecture does not impose any restrictions on the type
of the monitored DBMS. Evaluation results indicate that the
proposed techniques are indeed effective in detecting anomalies.

Index Terms—Data engineering, data systems, information
security.

I. INTRODUCTION

DATA represent an extremely important asset for an orga-
nization. Exfiltration of confidential data such as military

secrets, sensitive healthcare or financial data, or intellectual
property poses one of the most severe threats in the case of
insider cyber-attacks. A malicious insider who has the proper
credentials to access the organization’s databases may, over
time, send data outside the organizational network through a
variety of channels, such as e-mail or crafted HTTP requests
that encapsulate data. Existing security tools primarily focus
on protecting the organization from outside attacks. Network-
level intrusion detection systems (IDS) monitor traffic patterns
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and attempt to infer anomalous behavior. While such tools
may be effective in protecting against external attacks, they are
less suitable when insiders, who have the proper credentials to
access data, are exfiltrating data.

The problem of securing databases from insider threats is
challenging, and its solution requires combining different tech-
niques [1]. One relevant technique is anomaly detection (AD)
by which the patterns of interaction between subjects (users or
applications) and the database are analyzed to detect anomalous
activity and changes in the access patterns that are indicative
of early signs of exfiltration. Since much of the critical data
to be safeguarded in government and corporate data stores
is currently held in relational databases, we focus on secur-
ing the contents of a relational database management system
(RDBMS). Our view is that an AD system that works at the
RDBMS layer (i.e., at the data source) is a promising approach
toward detecting data exfiltration by malicious insiders for the
following reasons: 1) RDBMS access is performed through
a standard, unique language (SQL) with well-understood and
well-documented semantics. It is, therefore, feasible to baseline
behavior at this layer, as opposed to doing so at the network or
operating system layer, where the diversity of mechanisms and
protocols for data transfer creates complexity that often con-
fuses conventional IDS. 2) Monitoring the potential disclosure
of confidential data is more effective when done as closely as
possible to the data source. Therefore, the DBMS layer is the
most suitable place for detecting early signs of data exfiltration.
3) The DBMS layer already has a thorough mechanism in
place for enforcing access control based on subject credentials.
Additional information about the subject requesting the data,
such as role, IP address, etc., is instrumental in detecting early
signs of exfiltration.

An AD system for monitoring database access needs to ad-
dress several challenges: 1) The system must be able to monitor
different commercial RDBMSs and integrate with logging tools
provided as part of commercially available security information
and event management (SIEM) systems. 2) It must have good
run-time performance in order to minimize the impact on query
processing times. 3) It must be able to monitor different types of
data access, e.g., from users, application programs, and internal
database maintenance, and variations in data access patterns,
including changes in the amount of retrieved data.

In this paper, we present the design and evaluation of
DBSAFE, a system to detect, alert on, and respond to anoma-
lies in database access designed specifically for RDBMS that
addresses the above challenges. A key feature of DBSAFE is
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Fig. 1. DBSAFE architecture provides a scalable system for learning patterns of behavior in database interactions and detecting and alerting on deviations from
these patterns.

the ability of profiling the selectivity of queries issued against
the database, and to detect changes with respect to the profiled
selectivity. By keeping track of the profiled selectivity, one can
detect major changes in the size of data retrieved by queries.
Such changes, as mentioned in [1], may be indications of data
misuse. In the following, we discuss the system architecture and
relevant technical issues related to creating profiles. We then
report results from an extensive evaluation carried out to assess
the first version of the DBSAFE prototype. We conclude by dis-
cussing related work and outlining on-going and future work.

II. DBSAFE ARCHITECTURE

The key idea underlying our AD methodology is to build
profiles of normal subject behavior when interacting with the
monitored database during a training phase. These profiles are
then used to detect anomalous behavior of these subjects. Once
an anomaly is detected, response actions must be returned for
possible automatic and/or human handling of the anomaly.

A first key issue in such a design is which subjects should
be monitored. In our design, we assume that the database uses
a role-based access control (RBAC) model. A role can be
thought of as a collection of data access permissions needed to
perform specific tasks. Under an RBAC model, users inherit the
authorizations of the roles to which they are assigned. DBSAFE
creates, manages, and monitors access pattern profiles corre-
sponding to roles, as opposed to individual users. Using roles
enables scaling the system to databases with large numbers
of users since managing a few roles (and, in the case of AD,
the profiles corresponding to the roles) is much more tractable
than managing many individual users. Since RBAC has long
been standardized in various commercial DBMS products, an
RBAC-based AD solution is practical in a real world envi-
ronment. In the concluding section, we outline on-going work
addressing cases where roles are not used.

A second key issue is how to represent the access patterns.
Very detailed access patterns may increase the accuracy of
detection but, on the other hand, may be very expensive to

process. To balance expressivity with efficiency, we decided to
represent the access profile in terms of some query features for
each query issued by each role. The query features that are ex-
tracted include: the command (e.g., SELECT, UPDATE, etc.),
the tables referenced in the query (e.g., in the projection clause
and the qualification clause of the query), and the columns
returned by the query (e.g., the columns in the projection
clause of the query). Note that this set of features characterizes
the syntax of the query. In many cases, however, it is also
critical to characterize the data returned by a query-anomalies
in the amount of data accessed by a user represent an important
indication of possible data theft. Therefore, we complement
such features with an indication of the “query selectivity,” that
is, the estimated percentage of data retrieved from the tables in
the database, as calculated by the database’s query optimizer.
Unlike other approaches based on inspecting the data once
retrieved by the query [13], our approach makes it possible to
detect anomalies in the volume of data retrieved by the query
before the query is executed, thus saving system resources, en-
hancing performance, and reducing response times in detecting
anomalies.

The DBSAFE architecture (see Fig. 1) directly supports
the two main phases of our AD methodology. It comprises a
profile creator component that uses audit logs as training data
to create role profiles and a detection engine that inspects each
query for anomalies based on these profiles. DBSAFE also
includes a mediator component that integrates with different
target RDBMS. As previously mentioned, access patterns are
obtained by analyzing the syntactical features of a query. Such
activity requires analyzing query parse trees and using the
schema of the target database being monitored. The mediator
extracts the required information from the target databases and
imports it into an internal database used by DBSAFE to process
the queries for analysis and for storing role profiles. This
internal database is currently implemented using PostgreSQL.

Finally, the query interceptor, also referred to as DB Activity
Monitor, gathers the actual queries being made to the target
database for inspection. We used IBM InfoSphere Guardium
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Data Activity Monitor [8] for this purpose. Currently, the inter-
ceptor is passive in the sense that it does not stop the queries
from being passed to the target database. We are currently
extending the system to support different actions to be taken
upon detecting anomalies. More details about this feature can
be found in Section VIII.

III. DATA REPRESENTATION

In this section, we describe the features extracted from the
input queries as well as their internal representation. Note that
this information applies to both the training queries and the
queries being analyzed during the AD phase. The format of the
SQL SELECT statement is as follows:

SELECT [DISTINCT] TARGET_LIST

FROM RELATION_LIST

WHERE QUALIFICATION.

Each command is internally represented by a basic data unit
containing a quadruplet of fields. For the sake of simplicity,
we represent a generic quadruplet using a relation of the form
Q(c, PR, PA, SR). The quadruplet contains detailed informa-
tion of a query in a log entry. c corresponds to the command
type issued by the user which can be either SELECT, INSERT,
UPDATE, or DELETE. PR corresponds to the projection re-
lation information and is represented as a binary array whose
length is the number of tables in the database. The entries in the
array corresponding to the tables accessed by the query have
the value 1; the others have the value 0. Entries in this array are
populated by data extracted from the RELATION_LIST in the
FROM clause of the parsed query. PA contains the projection
attribute information in the TARGET_LIST of the query. PA

is an array of arrays where each entry is a binary array corre-
sponding to a table in PR and whose length is the number of
attributes of the table. The length of PA is the number of tables
in the database. If an attribute is accessed in the projection list
of the query, its corresponding entry in PA will have value 1;
otherwise it will have value 0. SR is an array of length equal
to the number of tables in the target RDBMS. Each entry in SR

can have one of four values: “0” if the corresponding table is not
referenced in the query, “l” if more than two-third of the table
is estimated to appear in the result; “m” if more than one-third
and less than two-third of the table is estimated to appear in
the result; and “s” otherwise. Note that different partitionings
of the value estimates can easily be adopted. All components
of the quadruplet are obtained from the query parse-tree except
SR which is obtained from the query plan-tree. The query plan-
tree is an internal representation generated by the DBMS query
optimizer which indicates the steps into which the execution of
the query is decomposed. Examples of such steps are sequential
scan of a table, index-based scan of a table, and hash-based
join. Additional information on the plan-tree and its usage in
populating the values in SR can be found in Section V.

As an example, consider a database schema comprising the
Students (s_ID, s_deptID) and Departments (d_ID, d_name) re-
lations. Table Students contains IDs of students in column s_ID

TABLE I
EXAMPLE DATABASE

TABLE II
QUADRUPLET CONSTRUCTION

and a foreign key to Departments.d_ID in column s_deptID.
Table Departments contains information about students’ depart-
ments. Each record in this table has an ID and a name stored in
d_ID and d_name, respectively. Data stored in both tables are
shown in Table I. The corresponding quadruplet representations
of some SQL queries on this database are shown in Table II.

Note that compared with the profile format proposed in
our previous approach [10], the current profile format does
not include information about the attributes referenced in the
WHERE-clause of the query. It however includes information
about the query selectivity, that is, the SR component. The
reason why we decided to omit the information about the at-
tributes used in the WHERE-clause is that previous experiments
had shown that this information is not useful in enhancing the
accuracy of detection.

IV. PROFILE CREATION AND ANOMALY DETECTION

During the training phase, the profile creator component
of DBSAFE builds profiles for roles existing in the target
RDBMS. Data for training can be gathered using two differ-
ent methods. The first method is to record required training
information during the normal operation of the RDBMS, i.e.,
while users are submitting input queries to the RDBMS and
expecting to get query results. The profile creator sends each
input command to the parser to get its parse-tree. It then extracts
features from each parse-tree and uses them to update the
profile of the role corresponding to the user who issued this
command. The second method for training is to use audit log
files containing the previous activity of the database users. The
profile creator identifies SQL commands in the log and uses
them to create the profiles.
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We address the problem of detecting the deviation of a user’s
behavior from normal as a classification problem for which we
use and evaluate two different types of classifiers: 1) a “Binary”
Classifier and 2) a Naive-Bayesian Classifier (NBC). Currently,
we assume that one role is activated per user. The formulation
of the problem and the techniques for using the classifiers are
detailed in the rest of this section.

A. Binary Classifier

Given an input query and the role of the user who issued this
query, the Binary Classifier’s task is to decide if such a query is
in the set of expected queries corresponding to this role as based
on the training data. During the AD training phase, we store in-
formation in role profiles that helps the classifier perform its job
during detection. The profile for a role contains a Boolean
value for every attribute in each table that indicates whether this
attribute has ever appeared in the projection list of a query in the
training log of users in this role. During detection, the classifier
checks that each of the features of the input query discussed
above has appeared in a training log corresponding to the
role’s profile.

B. Naive-Bayesian Classifier (NBC)

The NBC has proven to be effective in many practical
applications such as text classification and medical diagnosis
mainly because of the low computational cost for training and
detection that results from assuming that attributes considered
in classification are independent. Bayesian rules of probability
can then be applied with a decision rule to perform the classifi-
cation. We chose to apply the Maximum-A-Posteriori decision
rule (MAP) which is most commonly used with the NBC; the
MAP decision rule results in correct classification as long as
the correct class is more probable than all others. In the rest of
this section, we describe the general principles of the NBC and
show how it can be applied to our use case.

In supervised learning, a classifier is a function f that maps
input feature vectors x ∈ X to output class labels yi, where i ∈
1, . . . , C, X is the feature space, and the length of the vector
x is n. Our goal is to learn f from a labeled training set of N
input-output pairs. One way to solve this problem is to learn the
class-conditional density p(y|x) for each value of y and to learn
the class priors p(y). Bayes rule can then be applied to compute
the posterior p(y|x) = p(x, y)/p(x). Since the goal is to assign
a class to the new instance x, a decision rule is then applied.
By applying the MAP decision rule, x is assigned to the most
probable class, i.e., x is assigned to the class y that maximizes
p(y|x). Assume that the feature vector x = [a1, a2, . . . , an]; the
Bayesian and MAP rules can be applied as follows based on our
previous results [10]:

ymapα argmax
yj∈Y

p(yj)
∏

i

p(yj |ai). (1)

The NBC directly applies to our AD framework by con-
sidering the set of roles in the system as classes and the log
file quadruplets as observations. The number of attributes of
the system is |PR.P

T
A |+ |PR.S

T
R |+ 1. For example, if the

database has two tables and each table has three attributes, each

table may or may not be present in the query, and each attribute
may or may not be accessed in the table, so the number of pos-
sible combinations of the presence of the tables and attributes
is 2 ∗ 3, and each table can have one level of selectivity in the
query; the type of the query constitutes an additional attribute
of the query. The previous equation can be rewritten as

p(Q|rj) = p(rj)p(c|rj)
N∏

i=1

p
(
PR[i].PT

A [i]|rj
)

p
(
PR[i].ST

R [i]|rj
)

(2)
rmap = argmax

rj∈R
p(Q|rj). (3)

The probability that each role sends the input query is com-
puted using (2). In the equation, p(rj) is the prior probability,
that is, the probability that the role rj sends a query, and is
equal to the number of queries issued by rj and recorded in the
training log divided by the total number of queries in the log.
The rest of (2) constitutes the posterior probability that the role
rj issues the input query. p(c|rj) is the probability that a user
holding the role rj sends a query that has the same command
type as the input query. p(PR[i].PT

A [i]|rj) is the probability
that a user who belongs to role rj sends a query that projects
columns of table i that appear in the query. p(PR[i].ST

R [i]|rj) is
the probability that a similar user sends a query that accesses
table i and has the same selectivity as the input query. The
previous two probabilities are computed for each table in the
database and combined in the computation of the posterior
probability using multiplication (

∏N
i=1). The output of the

classifier (rmap) is computed using (3) and is equal to the role
that has the maximum probability of sending the input query;
R is the set of roles in the database. After rmap is identified
by the NBC, it is compared to the actual role of the user. If
they are identical, the query is considered normal, otherwise it
is considered anomalous. The procedure for computing the role
as estimated by the MAP rule is shown in Algorithm 1.

Since the per-table selectivity component of a query (SR)
is computed based on the optimizer’s output plan of the query
that is based on the statistics stored on the tables in the database,
when the statistics of a table change, the per-table selectivity of
the training queries that reference this table may also change
and should be updated accordingly. For this reason, the medi-
ator keeps data structures in order to be able to incrementally
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execute the required updates. The mediator has a hash-table that
maps the identifier of each table to the list of training queries
corresponding to this table. Each query has the ID of the role
of the user who submitted this query and the selectivity of the
table in this query. When the mediator receives new statistics
for a table, it checks these queries and sends a negative-update
message to the underlying AD Engine (ADE). This message
has the form (−, ri, tj , sk) which tells the ADE that the profile
of the role whose ID is ri should be updated by decrementing
C(tj , sk), that is, the number of queries in which the selectivity
of tj is sk. The mediator also sends similar messages for each
table in the query and adds the query to a redo-list which
contains queries that will be further processed by the mediator
as follows. The mediator requests the ADE to compute per-
table selectivities of tables in each of the queries in the list
and sends positive-update messages to the ADE as follows.
If a query qj issued by a user with role ri references a table
whose identifier is tk and the selectivity of this table in this
specific query is sjk, the mediator sends the ADE a message of
the form (+, ri, tk, sjk). The ADE responds to this message
by incrementing C(tk, sjk). Note that by using the positive
and negative updates, the ADE does not need to update other
features stored in the profiles, rather only the selectivity of
tables in queries in the redo-list.

C. Manual Revision of Existing Profiles

A critical issue in using classifiers is represented by the
problem of incomplete profile information after the training
phase because of insufficient training data. To address such
problem, DBSAFE provides an interface and a tool allowing
the administrator to manually add training information. This
interface is also useful for making changes in access patterns of
roles after the training is complete. When an attribute in a table
that has not been accessed during training appears in a query
during detection, a warning concerning this attribute is recorded
in the log of the database. By using the tool, the administrator
then can check if access to such attribute is anomalous or
normal and consequently modify the profiles.

D. Taxonomy of Query Anomalies

According to [13], query anomalies can be categorized into
three types: 1) different schema/different tuples, 2) similar
schema/different tuples, and 3) similar schema/similar tuples.
In this subsection, we review the query types and show the types
of anomalies that our AD techniques can identify.

A query is represented by its result set which has a schema,
that is, the identifiers of the columns that appear in the result, and
a set of tuples that verify the conditions expressed in the query.
Two queries are considered different if they have different result
schemas or if the set of tuples in the result of each query is
statistically different from each other. In the rest of this subsec-
tion, we define and give examples on each type of anomaly. All
examples follow the database schema shown in Table I.

1) Different Schema/Different Tuples: In this type of
anomaly, anomalous queries have result sets whose result
schema and tuples are different from those of normal queries.
An example is when the normal query is (SELECT ∗ from

students) and instead the query (SELECT ∗ from departments)
is issued. This anomaly typically occurs in masquerading at-
tacks. Our AD technique can detect this type of anomaly since
the quadruplet contains information on the range tables and
projection list.

2) Similar Schema/Different Tuples: Anomalous queries of
this type have result sets whose schemas are similar to the
result schemas of normal queries (that is, queries that are in the
profiles) but have result tuples that are statistically different. By
statistical difference we mean that if we computed statistical
measures on columns, e.g., mean and standard deviation on
integer columns, the resulting values of these measures would
be different. This category has two subtypes. The first (subtype
2a) includes queries that have similar syntax. An example of
this subtype is represented by the queries: (SELECT ∗ FROM
students WHERE d_deptID = 1) and (SELECT ∗ FROM stu-
dents WHERE d_deptID! = 1). The second subtype (2b) is
when the normal and anomalous queries have different syntax.
(SELECT ∗ FROM students where s_ID = 1) and (SELECT ∗
FROM students WHERE 1) are examples of such subtype. Data
harvesting is an attack in which this type of anomaly occurs.
Since the amount of data in the result of normal queries will be
different than that in the anomalous ones, our system can detect
anomalous queries of this type.

3) Similar Schema/Similar Tuples: This type is divided into
two subtypes. The first (subtype 3a) includes queries that
have different syntax and similar semantics. An example is
represented by the queries (SELECT ∗ FROM students where
s_ID = 1) and (SELECT ∗ from students where s_ID = 1 and
s_deptID IN (SELECT d_ID from departments)). The two
queries have similar semantics, i.e., user intent. Queries of this
subtype should not be considered anomalous and indeed they
would not be classified as such by our AD technique.

The second subtype (3b) is the case when the two queries
have different syntax and different semantics too. An example is
represented by the queries: (Select ∗ FROM students WHERE
s_ID < 100) and (SELECT ∗ FROM students). In a rare case,
all tuples stored in the table students will have sID < 100 and all
tuples will thus appear in the result. Therefore, the two queries
will be equivalent. DBSAFE cannot distinguish between the
two types of queries which is the correct decision.

V. QUERY SELECTIVITY

An important issue in the design of our system is how to ex-
tract information for characterizing the data retrieved by queries.
A critical requirement is that the query has to be analyzed
before being submitted to the target RDBMS. Therefore, an
approach based on analyzing the data returned by the query
[13] would not be suitable. To address this issue, we rely on
the query selectivity estimate provided by the query optimizer/
planner inherent in most commercial RDBMS. In the rest of this
section, we describe algorithms to estimate the selectivity, and
requirements at the mediator level to support such algorithms.

A. Selectivity Estimation

Since an RDBMS usually has many execution plans to
compute the answers to a query, the optimizer’s job is to find
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a good plan for evaluating the query by ordering the query
operators and selecting the method for executing each operator.
For example, consider a query that accesses a single table.
The optimizer may choose to perform the projection operator
before applying the where-clause condition or it may choose to
apply the operators in the reverse order. As another example,
the optimizer can choose to execute the join operator according
to different algorithms, such as nested-loop join, merge-join,
and hash-join. The output of the optimizer is a tree-structured
plan for query execution; each node in the tree is an operator
and the input(s) to this operator is the result of the child nodes.
The choice of the optimizer on which plan to select is based
on the cost of the query plan which is usually measured as
the number of secondary storage page reads and writes. In the
course of estimating the cost of a query plan, the optimizer also
estimates the cost of each operator using statistics on tables
and columns stored in the database catalogs. For DBSAFE, we
adopt an approach that leverages the optimizer estimates on
query selectivity as follows. We process the plan-tree of the
query from top to bottom in a recursive manner in order to
determine per-table selectivities using the selectivity estimates
computed by the optimizer for the operators/internal nodes of
the plan-tree. Our algorithm assumes plan-trees that are output
of the PostgreSQL optimizer. As we process the plan-tree we
compute the cardinality of each node which is the number
of rows that are expected to be returned by the operation
represented by this node. Examples of such operations include
selection, projection, and join. The selectivity of a table that
is accessed in the query is set to the minimum cardinality of
the nodes in the path from the root of the tree to the leaf node
that references this table, as computed by our algorithm, divided
by the estimated table cardinality. Such cardinality is obtained
from the table statistics maintained in the system catalogs.

We differentiate between two types of nodes in the plan-tree:

1) Nodes with a single input.
A node that has one input represents a unary operator.

Four unary operators exist in PostgreSQL: Sequential-
Scan, Index-Scan, Materialize, and Hash operators. Input
to Sequential-Scan and Index-Scan operators is a raw
table, and they may have a filter condition. While parsing
the plan-tree, when we encounter one such node, we set
the cardinality of this node to the cardinality of the output
of the node. The cardinality is recorded in the query-plan
as part of the attributes of the node. The Materialize op-
erator creates an in-memory table for some intermediate
result to avoid reading a table or computing a result multi-
ple times. A Hash operator is the left child of a Hash-Join
operator and its function is to insert its input rows into
a hash-table as part of the Hash-Join algorithm. The se-
lectivity of both the Materialize and the Hash operators is
obtained from the node attributes and used further to com-
pute the minimum values across paths from the root to the
leaves that pass through this node as described earlier.

2) Nodes with two inputs.
These are join operators for which we differentiate

between two types as follows.

a) Equi-Join on a specific attribute.

An example of such node is the root of the plan-tree
of the query “Select ∗ from R1, R2 where R1.A =
R2.A”. We distinguish here between two cases:
i) R2.A is a foreign-key to the primary-key R1.A.

In this case, we assume that all rows of R2 will
show in the result. The number of null values in
R2.A are excluded if the join type is not a left
outer join. The cardinality of the node relative to
the subtree that references R1 is set to the number
of distinct values in R2.A, if this information is
present in the data dictionary and 1 otherwise. If
the join has a filter condition, the cardinality of the
node seen by the left and right subtree is set to the
output cardinality of the node.

ii) There is no such relationship between the columns.
In this case we differentiate between two cases:

A) The join is an inner join, and both R1.A and
R2.A have most common values (MCVs) statis-
tics recorded in the data dictionary.

For i ∈ {1, 2}, let ri be the number of rows of
Ri, ndi be the number of distinct values in Ri.A,
n_mcvi be the number of most common values in
Ri.A, n_d_mcvi be the number of distinct values
in the MCVs of Ri, n_nulli be the number of nulls
in Ri.A, and null_fi be the fraction of rows that
have nulls in Ri.A. All these values can be read
directly from the statistics of the columns stored
in the data dictionary of PostgreSQL.

To compute the node cardinality, first, we find the
common values in both arrays of MCVs of the
columns; let these values be vm and their number
benmi. The rest of the MCVs ofR1 can match any
value inR2 other than those in mcv2; the number of
distinct values in this portion of the table is n_d_
mcv1 − |vm|. The number of rows that would
match each of these values in R2 will be (r2 −
null_f2−n_mcv2)/(nd_2−n_d_mcv2). The rest
of the R1 rows can match any value in the non-
common values in R2 and the common values in
R2 other than vm; the number of distinct values in
this portion ofR1 isnd1−n_d_mcv1 and the num-
ber of rows that match each of these values inR2 is
(r2−null_f2−nm2)/(nd2−|vm|). Using the pre-
vious formulas, the cardinality of R2 in the result
can be computed if we assume that all the rows of
R1 will appear in the result. The same idea applies
if all rows inR2 are assumed to appear in the result.
We calculate the cardinalities of both tables given
the previous two assumptions; the assumption that
yields a higher cardinality value of the table will
be assumed true. The cardinality of the join node
relative to each subtree is computed accordingly.

B) The above case does not apply.
In this case, the selectivity of R1 and R2 in Q

is set to (1− null_f1) and (1− null_f2) respec-
tively. The null fraction is only excluded from R1,
R2 or both in the case the type of join is not left,
right or full, respectively.
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TABLE III
DESCRIPTION OF TRAINING DATA AND EVALUATION RUN

b) Other types of join.
In this case, all rows of both inputs are assumed to

appear in the result of this node and the cardinality
of the node used to compute the minimum of the left
table is the estimated number of rows in the output of
the left subtree of the join node. If the left node is a raw
table, this value is obtained from the data dictionary.
Similarly, the cardinality of the node as seen by the
right subtree is the estimated number of rows of the
right subtree of the node.

B. T-DBMSs Adapters

It is important to note that the ADE optimizer requires statis-
tics on the actual data in order to generate a suitable plan-tree
for the query. These statistics are generally only available on
the target RDBMS since this is the system managing the actual
data. PostgreSQL stores the most common values and height-
balanced histograms for each table column. For RDBMSs, like
Oracle, that adopt the same type of optimizer statistics, we can
directly use the statistics already existing in the Oracle data
dictionary rather than computing these values from scratch. For
SQL Server and MySQL, which do not store height-balanced
histograms, we need to compute this data using aggregate
functions. Therefore, DBSAFE needs to integrate an adapter
for each type of RDBMS to be supported. Currently, we have
developed adapters for Oracle and SQL Server.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITIES

DBSAFE was evaluated over several weeks in the summer
of 2014. The test database used the schema corresponding to a
real-world government medical database used to train doctors
and other personnel but populated with artificially generated
data. Table III summarizes the database used for evaluation, the
training log, and the evaluation run. In order to test the efficacy
of DBSAFE, our team emulated a government production sys-
tem, supplementing human security operators with automated
processes. One team, designated the Blue Team, was respon-
sible for monitoring the system and protecting sensitive data
using standard security techniques leveraging the DBSAFE
prototype software, while another team, designated the Red
Team, performed normal actions associated with the production
system. Select members of the Red Team, whose identities were
unknown to the Blue Team, attempted to exfiltrate sensitive
data periodically during the evaluation test run and/or to cover
up nefarious activities. A third team, designated the White

Team, monitored the evaluation process and gathered metrics
for performance analysis. Fig. 2 shows the test environment.

The Red Team was supplemented by two background work-
loads injected via the Apache JMeter load-testing tool. One
workload consisted entirely of benign database queries; those
are queries consistent with the tasks/activities of roles and thus
were used previously for training. The second workload con-
sisted entirely of queries previously developed by the evaluation
team to exfiltrate data. These exfiltration queries fell into two
categories. The first category consists of SELECT statements
which retrieve very sensitive columns of personally identifiable
information, such as social security number or passport number.
The second category consists of INSERT statements that create
new actors in the system. Creating new users is a typical activity
for malicious insiders and outsiders masquerading as insiders.

To provide a baseline, the system was run without DBSAFE
to determine how well Blue Team members could recognize ex-
filtration attempts without the automated support of DBSAFE.
The results were surprising: not a single true data exfiltration
attempt was recognized by any member of the Blue Team,
despite using a small set of SQL statements and lengthy time
between successive SQL statements.

Then we performed the actual evaluation run where duplicate
SQL statement streams were routed to both classifiers simulta-
neously. Table IV reports the results of this evaluation and shows
the accuracy of the Bayesian classifier and the Binary classifier.
The column named Bayesian classifier with warnings shows the
accuracy of the Bayesian classifier when queries that produc
ed a warning were considered anomalous. Remember that a
warning will be produced for each attribute referenced in the
query but has never appeared in the training log of the role of the
user, see Section IV-C. Table V contains the true positive rate
(TPR) and true negative rate (TNR) for both types of classifiers.

As can be seen, both classifiers performed well with respect
to true positives, at the cost of unacceptably high false posi-
tives. However, the NBC consistently outperformed the Binary
classifier. The reader may note that, though the same set of
SQL statements were sent to both classifiers, the two classifiers
reported different numbers of statements processed.

As shown in Table V, the true negative rates of the NBC (with
warnings) and the binary classifier are 68.36% and 29.53%,
respectively. Both classifiers have high rate of false positives
(Note that the false positive rate (FPR) is equal to 1—TNR);
the reason is that the training logs did not have enough data
about the columns that are usually retrieved by queries that
are considered normal. The result is that the system would flag
queries, that are considered benign by the Blue team member, as
anomalous. Therefore, it is important to have training data that
covers all the access patterns that are considered normal. To val-
idate that the reason for the false positives is the incompleteness
of the training data set and to better understand other relevant
factors, we ran several experiments using synthetic data. Our
experiments show that the cause for the false positives of the
NBC is a combination of insufficient training data, different
numbers of training records available for the different roles,
and common access patterns between the roles. The results
show that, for a database of 10 tables, with five columns per
table, and five roles, when the length of the training log of one
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Fig. 2. DBSAFE evaluation environment.

TABLE IV
EVALUATION RESULTS

TABLE V
TRUE POSITIVE AND TRUE NEGATIVE RATES

role is less than 10% of the length of the log of the role that
has the maximum number of training records, accompanied by
having more than 10% common queries between the roles, the
detection result is not accurate and queries from roles with short
logs will always be considered anomalous.

One solution to the problem of insufficient training data is
to support active learning techniques in which feedback from
the security administrator is incorporated in the system so that
it continuously learns about normal queries. In the future work
section, we discuss solutions to the problems of common role
access patterns and the variations in the length of the training
logs of the different roles.

Another observation on the results is that the Binary classifier
generates a higher number of false positives compared with the
NBC. The reason is that the former is not able to deal well
with the case in which the issued queries have some minor
variations with respect to the queries used for training. For
example, suppose that the training data contains, for one of
the roles in the database described in Section III, the query
“Select s_ID from students.” If a user who belongs to this
role issues the query “Select s_ID, s_deptID from students,”

the Binary classifier will classify this query as anomalous; on
the other hand, the NBC will classify it as a normal query as
long as this role has a higher probability of sending such query
compared with the other roles. Notice that, independently from
the specific classifier used, DBSAFE would also generate a
warning indicating that the query references an attribute that has
never been accessed by the issuing role in the training log. The
security administrator can then inspect the attribute identified
in the warning and let DBSAFE know whether the access to
this attribute by the role issuing the query is normal or has
to be considered an anomalous access. Therefore, subsequent
accesses to this attribute will be automatically classified by
DBSAFE according to such indication.

VII. RELATED WORK

Several approaches have been proposed to detect anomalies
in database system access. Spalka et al. [16] propose a misuse
detection system for databases. They compare two approaches
for performing AD. The first is to compute reference values
on monitored attributes. Periodically, values of attributes are
checked against reference values, and an anomaly is raised
if the difference exceeds a threshold set by the user. One
problem with this method is that it cannot be used to prevent
an attack before it occurs. Another method was proposed to
address this problem, namely, to store Δ-relations that capture
the changes performed on the monitored tables and periodically
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apply these changes on fictitious relations that are similar
to the monitored ones and then apply the first approach on
these fictitious relations to detect anomalies. Both approaches
require large processing overhead; they also focus on updates
and therefore are unable to detect anomalies in read accesses.
Failure to capture the behavior of different users is also a short-
coming in both approaches. Chung et al. propose DEMIDS,
a misuse detection system for relational database systems [4].
DEMIDS uses data in audit logs to derive profiles describing
typical patterns of access by database users. They introduced
the concept of frequent itemsets representing queries that are
frequently issued to the database. The proposed approach has
the same problem of not differentiating between the behaviors
of different users. The authors did not provide experimental
results to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Other systems have been designed that work at the database
application level. For example, DIDAFIT [11] is a system for
detecting illegitimate database accesses by matching statements
against a known set of legitimate database transaction fin-
gerprints. DIDAFIT approach is based on summarizing SQL
queries into compact regular expressions. One problem in such
method is that the order of commands in the program is not
taken into consideration. DetAnom [7] overcomes the problem
in DIDAFIT by using concolic testing techniques to capture the
control flow and data flow of the program to assure the correct
order of SQL commands is preserved in the user transactions.
The use of data access correlations (read and write sets) has
been proposed in order to detect anomalies in one or multiple
consequent transactions [3], [6]. Since these approaches are de-
signed to work at the application level, they cannot differentiate
between the individual users/roles.

Approaches complementary to ours have been proposed [12],
[18], and [19] to determine the amount of knowledge that can
be inferred about database objects using dependency relation-
ships [12], [18], and [19]. This knowledge can be used by
insiders to broaden their knowledge about the database. Other
approaches [17] and [20] focus on analyzing network traffic to
detect malware that could lead to data exfiltration. All these
approaches can be combined with ours in order to strengthen
data protection from insiders.

Our current work is based on earlier ideas by Bertino et al.
[2], Kamra et al. [10], and Shebaro et al. [15]. This previous
work introduced the idea of profiling query syntax to detect
anomalies in queries but has several limitations, including
failing to characterize the amount of data returned by queries,
requiring modifications to the source code of the target DBMS,
and lack of integration with SIEM tools.

VIII. ON-GOING AND FUTURE WORK

We are currently working on extending the DBSAFE system
in different directions. The first is adding support for profiling
application programs, as in typical n-tier architectures, inter-
mediary application programs access the DBMS as opposed to
direct access by human users. A malicious insider may change
the code of the application program or submit malformed input
to cause a SQL injection attack in order to exfiltrate data.
However, creating query profiles for application programs is

challenging since specific transactions can only be issued by
the program according to its control and data flows. Moreover,
strings of queries in the same control flow sequence of the
program may be different if constants in the query strings are
computed based on input values. To address these issues, we
have developed an approach based on a combination of concrete
testing and symbolic execution techniques, referred to as con-
colic testing [7], [14]. This technique works in both the profile
creation and the detection phases. During the profile-creation
phase, we use concolic testing to build a profile for the program
in which the control structure of the program and locations
in the code where SQL queries are issued are recorded. The
profile also records expressions needed to compute constants in
the program in terms of input values. During program runtime
(the detection phase), the system uses this profile and the input
values to compose exact query strings that are expected to be
issued by the program. These strings are compared to the actual
ones sent by the program to the RDBMS; any difference is
considered anomalous. An interesting research direction, that
we plan to pursue, is to apply such approach to desktop appli-
cations, web applications and web services. We will also inves-
tigate how to use DBSAFE to detect spyware and other malware
that try to access data by exploiting data privileges of users.

A second critical extension is related to supporting AD when
roles are either not available or not used, even if they are
available. The latter case can arise since currently available
RDBMSs allow users to initially login using their user ID
and then choose a different role. Therefore, using a role is
not necessarily mandatory. Thus, it is also important to profile
individual user behavior. To address this issue, we are investi-
gating two complementary approaches. The first approach is to
create a role dedicated to each single user, in addition to the
normal DBMS roles. This special role would enable profiling
the access patterns of its corresponding user and comparing
current access patterns by the user against this profile. The
second approach is to cluster users that are characterized by
the same access patterns and create a role for this cluster. The
two approaches could complement each other in that the single-
user role approach would allow one to compare the activities
of a user against his/her past profiled activities. Upon detecting
anomalous queries by a user, one could check if such anomalies
occur for other users in the same cluster. If so, the change in
access patterns could be recorded as a normal event due to
changes in situations/tasks. Along similar lines, another impor-
tant function to include is to model and use different profiles for
different organizational situations, for example normal versus
emergency situations.

A third critical extension is related to training data. We
identified two major issues in the use of classification for role
prediction. The first issue is due to imbalanced training data
when there are significant differences between the cardinalities
of training records for different roles. Training models using
such imbalanced data will lead to sub-optimal predictive solu-
tions. To address this issue, we are extending DBSAFE with the
following approach. When the training phase ends, the mediator
checks the number of queries submitted by each role. If there is
a difference of more than α between the number of queries of
a role and the maximum, the mediator sends additional queries
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Fig. 3. Supporting response actions.

to the ADE by sampling (with replacement) the actual queries
submitted by the users of this role. A second issue related to
training data when using the NBC with the MAP rule is that
if users submit similar queries within different roles, the MAP
rule will not produce proper results if these same queries are
submitted during detection. The reason is that the probability
that any of these queries occurs will be biased toward the role
that submitted this query or part of it more frequently than the
other roles. Two techniques can be used to solve this problem.
The first is to identify the features that best represent each class/
role of the classifier and select only these features to be used in
classification. This technique is the well-known feature selec-
tion used for bootstrapping classifiers. Several feature selection
algorithms have been proposed. We plan to use the minimum
redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR) feature selection
algorithm [5]. This algorithm tries to find features that are the
most relevant or best represent the available classes, and at
the same time to omit features that give the same information
(entropy) as others, thereby reducing the redundancy among
selected features. The second technique that can be used to
solve the problem of common access patterns between roles is
to use a family of classifiers called the multi-labeling classifiers.
Using multi-labeling classification, in contrast to the NBC with
the MAP rule which relates each query to exactly one role, a
query can be related to several roles if it is a commonly sent by
the users of different roles.

A fourth critical extension is to support response actions for
handling detected anomalies. How to handle a specific anomaly
may depend on many factors. For example, if a table being
accessed contains very sensitive data, a strong response to the
anomaly would be to revoke the privileges corresponding to
anomalous accesses. In other cases, it may be desirable to take
no response actions in order not to tip the insider that he/she
has been detected. Our previous work [9] considers using a
response engine that automatically determines the action to
execute based on information about the anomaly and a response
policy base. This approach assumes that the target RDBMS is
PostgreSQL type and has an AD component. We are currently
extending our previous work to support the new architecture
that separates the AD task from the target RDBMS. Fig. 3
shows the flow of information to support response actions. The

response engine returns actions for responding to the anomaly
based on the query, the AD result, and contextual information
associated with the query. These actions are selected from a
set of predefined possible responses expressed in a declarative
language that we refer to as response policies.

Finally, future work includes designing AD techniques for
non-SQL DBMS and to use fine-grained provenance techniques
to monitor the use of data by users and applications once the
data have been retrieved.
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